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1

INTRODUCTION

Stuart Web is the web interface component of the Stuart animal records management system.
Stuart is a complete solution from animal room bench through pairing, breeding, genotyping,
research information and administration to cost recovery.
Stuart Web is the component that allows researchers to monitor their breeding lines, enter
genotypes and request delivery and cull of animals. Orders from Sale Strain colonies and
requests for services are also facilitated through the StuartWeb platform.
2

WORKING IN STUART WEB

To launch Stuart Web go to http://www.abr.org.au and click on the Stuart Web link or go to
https://abr.garvan.org.au. Enter your login name and password. The following web page will be
launched:

Figure 1 - Home Screen

There are 10 sections visible on the home page (Figure 1):
1. Reports: Reports that can be run from Stuart Web include – activity by owner, animal
view, draw pedigree, owner’s live animals, poor breeders by room, production summary,
and usage for ethics reporting. These can be downloaded and saved as a spreadsheet.
2. Colony view: Used to show animals in a line through their breeding pairs and litters. Used
primarily to manage the breeding colony but can also be used by researchers to request
issues, culls and genotype animals in individual litters.
3. Animal View: Used to show all animals in a line or protocol. You can choose to see just
the live, or male or female animals in this view. This is the best view to request issues,
culls and to enter genotype results.
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4. Lines: Used to enter details on how the colony will be managed. Information on
Phenotype Instructions, Tissue Collection, Weaning Instructions, and Culling Instructions
are entered in this section.
5. Communications: Communications between researchers and technicians can be entered
and seen via this interface.
6. Animal Orders: This allows orders to be placed from sale colonies.
7. Search: This facility allows you to search the Stuart database for lines held at the
Australian BioResources facility. The search can be done by line name, gene or
phenotype.
8. Billing: This section allows you to see information about Cost Centre and Grant
Nominations.
9. Services: This section is used to enter requests for ABR Services and subsequently track
their progress through the use of Milestones. Services such as Imports/Exports, Animal
Transfers, Rederivation, Cryopreservation and Genome Editing are managed through this
section.
10. MyIT Profile: Allows users outside of Garvan to change their password for Stuart Web
3

COLONY VIEW

To see the colony view, click on the Colony View link.

Figure 2 - Colony View

3.1
To find a line and individual pairs
Once in the Colony View, researchers can see their own lines listed alphabetically. Also visible on
this page are the pre-weaning litters for each line (Figure 2). The information provided is pair
number, litter number, date of birth and finally number of pups in the litter.
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To select a line: click on the name and this link will bring up the Breeding Pair window (Figure
3). In this view, the pairs are listed in numerical order starting with the most recently joined pair.
The information visible in this window is the pair ID (the number of the pair), the male ID and
genotype, the female ID and genotype and the date joined. Under Status you can see if a pair is
active (A) or inactive (I). The litter count indicates the number of litters that the pair has had and
the zone name indicates the location of the pair. Generally a zone name including a B is in the
biobubble pavilion at ABR, a name including a Q is in the quarantine area at ABR and a zone
name including numbers such as 3.63 indicates that the pair is located within the BTF at
Darlinghurst. The traffic light colour is only relevant for inbred strains that are being bred using a
traffic light system.

Figure 3 – Pair List

3.2
To look at litters
To look at the litters of individual pairs, click on the pair number of interest and all the litters of
that pair will appear in the Litter List window, with the most recent litter appearing at the top of
the list. The Litter List gives details of the total number of males and females born plus any
preweaning culls (Culled) or preweaning mortality (Mortality). The Date Identified will in most
cases be the weaning date. Note: The details of litters only appear at weaning. The Destroyed
column will indicate if a litter has been destroyed before staff has been able to count the number
of pups born.

Figure 4 – Litter List

3.3
To view pups from a particular litter
Click on the relevant litter to view a list of the animals from that litter (Figure 5). Any of the
columns can be sorted by clicking on the header. (1) It is also possible to restrict the list to only
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one sex and/ or only living animals by selecting on the respective radio buttons (2) and then
clicking ‘Refresh’. (3)

(2)
(3)

(1)

Figure 5- List of animals in litter

3.4
Animal details window - changing status or genotypes of animals
Details for a specific animal can be viewed by clicking on the Animal ID number. Please refer to
section 5, Animal Details Window for further instructions on changing status or recording
genotypes.
4

ANIMAL VIEW

This is a very useful view to see all animals in a line. It can be used to search for individual
animals, to genotype, request culls/issues/reserve breeders. To see the Animal View, click on the
Animal View tab at the top of the page.

Figure 6 - Animal View
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4.1 To find a specific line
Researchers can see their own lines listed alphabetically. Click on a line to open the list of
animals (Figure 7).

Fig 7 – Animal View for a specific line

4.2
To further narrow search: live, male, female animals
The search within a particular line can be further narrowed down to only live animals by clicking
Alive. Similarly by clicking on Male or Female the list can be further restricted. Columns can be
sorted by clicking on the column headers.
4.3
Information seen in the animal view window
The information that can be seen in the animal list (Figure 7) is the animal ID, pair number of
parents, litter number, sex, DOB (date of birth), date identified (date given ID numbers,
generally the weaning date), genotype, status (list of statuses available in appendix 1), container
ID or cage barcode, zone name (section of pavilion where animals are housed), origin (if animals
are imported), comments (used by researchers to plan work) and the select column. Traffic light
colour appears for inbred strains being bred using the traffic light system.
To open the Animal Details window to request an issue, cull, reserve breeders and to genotype
an animal, select the animal(s) from this list by either clicking on the Animal ID or multiselecting by clicking in the boxes in the Select column then clicking on the Animal details
button.
5

ANIMAL DETAILS WINDOW

5.1
Introduction
The Animal Details window can be opened via the Colony View or Animal View (see sections 3
and 4).
The Animal Details window can be used to genotype, request animals for issue or cull and it can
also be used to enter comments under study. These tasks can be performed by clicking on the
links at the top of the screen.
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Figure 8 - Animal Details- General Information

5.2
General
Once in the Animal Details window, the page automatically opens to General information (see
Figure 8). The information displayed is the line name, the animal ID number (or numbers if
more than one animal is selected) and information about the animals such as DOB, parentage
(breeding pair, mother and father IDs), line phenotype and generation (if line is actively being
backcrossed). Please note that only information that is in common to all animals will be
displayed if multiple animals have been selected from the animal list eg. if the animals have a
different DOB then the DOB window will appear blank.
In the second table on the page, the History of the animals appears. This will show information
such as when the status was changed or when the genotype was changed. If more than one
animal is selected, all the history records for the animals will be listed together. The employee
ID (login name for the person who changed the status) also appears with the date the status was
changed.
5.3
To record genotype
Click on the Genotype link on the tab at the top of the screen and the genotype window will open
(Figure 9).
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Figure 9 - Genotype window

This window shows the line name, the animal ID/s and the list of genes that are tracked for this
particular line. To genotype, select the genotype from drop down menu next to the gene name.
The drop down list will give a choice of all the potential genotypes for that gene. Choose the
appropriate genotype. Select the second gene and proceed as above. Continue until a genotype
result has been recorded for every gene. Click Save Changes button (not visible in Figure 9 but is
visible when dropdown menu is closed). A record of this genotyping will be visible in the history
table under the General link.
Note that if multiple animals are selected and they do not all have the same genotype for a gene,
the window will not display any current genotype. Selecting a genotype will override any existing
genotype for all selected animals.
The list of alternative genotypes for one gene can be tailored to suit the gene being tracked but
generally includes the following options:
WT - wild type for the gene
XXXX/XXXX - homozygous for the gene
XXXX/+ - heterozygous for the gene
? - unknown
XXXX/? - not sure of homozygosity
XXXX - gene of interest is present – not determining if heterozygous or homozygous
(P) in front of the above means the genotype is presumed by parentage but genotyping has not
been done
5.4
To request an issue, cull, export or reserve future breeders
In order to request an issue, cull, export or to reserve future breeders, the Status of the animal/s
needs to be changed. Click on the Status link in the left side of the screen. This will navigate to
the following page:
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(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)
Figure 10 - Status window

This window shows the line name, the animal IDs (can multiple select animals of the same
status), the status and a section for further information needed for issue requests only.
To change the status, click the drop down menu next to the word Status (Figure 10 (1)). Click on
the required status:
• For issues select Request for issue
• For culling of excess stock, aged breeders, animals with wrong genotype select Request
for cull
• To reserve animals for future breeding select B Reserved breeders
• To select and reserve animals for export select Request for export
• For issuing of a breeder select ARI- Paired request for issue
• For culling of a breeder select ARC- Paired request for cull
• To request the export of a breeder select ARX- Paired request for export
5.5
Additional Instructions for Issues Requests
For Issue Requests only you will also need to select an appropriate Protocol, Owner and Zone (the
room where the animals are to be issued to) (2) and Van run (3) using the drop-down menu. For
Partner Institutes the drop down list provides a generic protocol name eg. CCIA , as well as a
generic receiving zone eg. CCIA_receiving. The van runs shown will allow you to select delivery
for up to 1 month in advance.
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Any special instructions on housing during transport can be typed in the text box at the bottom of
the page (4) eg. local AEC number and person using the mice. Click Save changes. (5)
The issue status will keep you updated on the progress of the issue. It will change to On the road
when the animals have left the Australian BioResources facility.
5.6
To enter a Comment
By clicking on the Comment link a window opens to allow you to record a comment next to
individual animals. This comment will appear on the Colony view and Animal view. This
comment field can be used to reserve animals for particular experiments or for particular
researchers within a lab. Click on the Save changes button to save the comments.

6

LINES

6.1
Introduction
The Lines section of StuartWeb allows details regarding the management of colonies to be
entered, viewed and edited as required. Clicking on Lines in the top bar menu opens a table of
all the lines owned by the researcher or facility (Figure 11). The columns of the table can be
sorted by; Line ID, Short Line Name, Long Line Name, Owner, and Status.

Figure 11 – Lines Window

Clicking on a line opens the Line Instructions window (Figure 12). The top of the window
features Line Details and will be pre-filled with information from the Line Information entered in
the Services section (see Section 10). The only field that can be changed in this area is the
Publicly Viewable (1). If a line has Yes in this field then it will be visible to anyone with a
StuartWeb account via the Search menu (see Section 11). In the lower section of the window,
instructions regarding the Phenotype (2), Tissue Collection (3), Weaning (4), Stock Culling
(other than at weaning) (5), and Breeding (6) can be entered or edited. This information will be
available to Animal Technicians in Stuart as a floating pallette called Line Instructions. This
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pallette replaces the Line Information Communication previously used to store these instructions.
Once all details are entered click the Save Changes button at the bottom left of the screen (7).

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Figure 12 – Line Instructions Window

6.2
Phenotype Instructions
Phenotype Instructions has three fields in which instructions can be placed (Figure 12 (2)).
They are not compulsory fields and can be left blank if not required. Monitoring refers to any
phenotypic characteristics ABR Animal Technicians should be looking for in order to maintain a
healthy colony. Action if phenotype found is for instructions for ABR Animal Technicians to
take if the phenotypic characteristics are identified in any of the mice. Contact Details this is in
case the ABR Animal Technician needs to contact someone regarding the appearance of
phenotypic characteristics that may be impacting on the welfare of the animal.
6.3
Tissue Collection
Tissue Collection contains fields relating to the type of tissue to be collected, method of
identifying individual mice and the genotyping services to be used (Figure 12 (3)). This section
is non-compulsory and can be left blank if the line does not require tissue collection for
genotyping. Type of tissue can be: None, Tissue, Blood, or Blood with Anticoagulant, Tissue and
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Blood, and Tissue and Blood with Anticoagulant. The type of anticoagulant can be entered in the
text box Anticoagulant type. The Comment box is for any other instructions regarding tissue
collection.
6.4
Weaning Instructions
Weaning Instructions refer to the culling requirements at weaning (Figure 12 (4)). The first drop
down box is to indicate Yes or No. When Yes is selected a further two fields appear, a drop down
box for Female only, Male only, or Male and Female, and a text field with AND, from these
pairs only (Figure 13).

Figure 13 - Additional Instructions for Cull at Weaning

6.5
Stock Culling Instructions
Stock Culling Instructions is for issuing instructions to cull stock at a given age (Figure 12 (5)).
Instructions can be set for Cull Males or Cull Females as No or for a specific age. The
Comments box is for any deviations from the instructions with reference to pedigrees or specific
breeding requirements.
6.6
Breeding Instructions
The way in which the mice are to bred is nominated in Breeding Instructions. The Breeding
Choice drop down list (Figure 12 (6)) includes options to Contact Researcher, undertake
Maintenance Breeding, or Follow Plan. Details of the Plan can then be entered in the Breeding
Plan text box. A further text box is provided for End of Breeding Instructions for instructions
other than automatically culling the breeding pair.
7

COMMUNICATIONS

7.1
Introduction
The communications interface allows instructions/ communications to be entered and received
on a line or protocol. Anyone with access to the line or protocol will be able to read the message.
The number of open messages on the database for the users is indicated in brackets next to the
Communications tab in the main menu. To open Communications, click on Communications tab
on the main menu.
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Figure 14 - Communications interface

On opening the interface a list of lines and at the bottom a list of protocols with Open messages
appears giving the total number of Open messages and the Unread count. Clicking on a line or
protocol of interest will display the Open messages for that line or protocol (Figure 15). Clicking
on Show closed communications will add closed communications to the list. Clicking on one of
the CommIDs (Communication ID) will open the individual communication.

Figure 15 - Line communication list

7.2
To view & answer communications
Click on Communications and then click on the line or protocol of interest. Click on the Comm
ID (Communication ID) to view individual communications. A communication can be answered
by typing in the New message section and clicking on the Save button. To see who has read the
communication, click on the Toggle System Messages link.

Figure 16 - Viewing & answering communications
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7.3
Adding a new communication
Click on Communications and click on the line or protocol that you want the message associated
with. Adding a message to a protocol is generally only relevant for experimental work. Click on
New communication.

Figure 17 - Adding a new communication

It is compulsory to complete the following:
a) Line or/ and protocol- Note most communications are associated only with a Line.
Associating a communication with a protocol or line and protocol is generally only useful
to provide instructions on an experimental protocol where more than one line is involved.
Breeding instructions should be associated with a line.
b) Subject- A short summary of the topic of the communication will assist the tracking of
the communication.
c) Category- Choosing a category will assist animal technicians to organise the
communications. The possible categories are:
• Colony management – Communications regarding breeding, culling, or animal
care
• ABR services - Communications regarding rederivation, cryopreservation, DNA
preparation or microinjection
• BTF services- Communications regarding weekend services or other
experimental work in the BTF
• Miscellaneous - Other
d) Facility- ABR Moss Vale or Garvan Darlinghurst BTF. If the wrong facility is chosen it
may result in the message being missed by technicians.
e) New message- This text box is where the communication is written.
Optional sections are:
a) Tick boxes for urgent or ongoing- Ticking the urgent box will underline the message.
Ticking on-going will categorise the message as something that needs to be continued
until the technicians are told otherwise.
b) Holding- This allows a communication to be directed to a single holding (room) if the line
is located in more than one holding.
Click on the Save button to send the communication.
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7.4
Manage communications
This interface allows the user to ask for an email notification every time a communication has
been sent on a line or protocol. To view the communication the user must log in to Stuart Web.
To enable notifications click on Communications, then click on Manage Email Notifications. A
list of all the lines and protocols that are associated with the user appear. Click on enable
notifications next to the relevant line or protocol.

Figure 18 - Manage communications

8

ANIMAL ORDERS

8.1

Introduction

Orders for ABR sale strain mice can be placed using the StuartWEB Animal Orders interface.
This interface will give each animal order an ABR order no. and will allow you to track the
progress of your order.
After entering your user name and password click on the Animal Orders tab in the top menu.
(Figure 19)

Figure 19 – Animal Orders Tab

8.2
Overview – Animal Orders Home Page
The home page shows a sortable list of orders that have been entered.

(1b)

(1c)
(1d)
(1a)

(2)

Figure 20 – Animal Orders Overview
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a) Searching for orders
Each column can be sorted by clicking on the arrows at the top of the table (Figure 20 (1a)).
Additional sort choices are available at the top and the bottom of the orders list eg. you can sort
for Line or a Delivery Date (1b) range. You can also tick the Special Request (1c) box for orders
that require additional procedures (See Order Types below). In addition there is a search box to
look for specific text (1d). Once you find the order of interest, click on the order to see further
details (2). Changes to the order can be processed using this interface.
b) Order status
Each order is given a status so you can track its progress:
Awaiting Delivery – Mice are reserved & booked in for delivery on a van.
Leaving Facility Today – Mice leave for delivery today.
Pending – Either the order is a special request that is waiting to be processed by ABR
staff, or mice for the order are not yet weaned.
In Progress – A special request that has been processed by ABR staff and is in the
system.
Future Order – Used for a repeat order that is too far in advance for the van run to be
listed. Mice will be booked in once the van run becomes available and the status will
change to Awaiting Delivery.
Failed – Either the mice were not available for this date or the van was full.
Completed – Mice have been delivered.
Cancelled – The order has been cancelled.
c) Order Types
Orders can take three forms:
Standard – Any order that can be automatically processed by Stuart.
Repeat Order – Any order that is repeated at regular intervals.
Special Request – Any request that cannot be automatically processed by Stuart &
requires intervention by the ABR orders team. These include:
• Time mated/pregnant
• Tail tattooed
• Weaners
• Aged stock
• Ex-breeders
• Female with litter
• Weight range
• Courier
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8.3
To place an Animal Order
a) Click on the + New Order button (Figure 21)

Figure 21 – Placing a New Order

b) Complete the delivery details (See Figure 22 below)
• Tick the Terms and Conditions box (1).
• Select Destination from the drop-down list (1).
• Select the Delivery Date. Note – If you select a courier delivery you will be charged the
full cost of the courier (1).
• Repeat orders can be entered by clicking on the Repeat Order button. Enter the number
of weeks between deliveries and select the no. of repeats needed (1).
• In the PO Number text box record the Purchase Order no. from your own institute (if
applicable) (1).
• Select the strain you want to order from the drop-down list next to Add to order animals
from line, (2) then click on the + Add to Order button (3).

(1)

(2)

(3)

Figure 22 – Delivery Details
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c) Adding the animal details
After clicking +Add to Order a screen appears allowing you to enter the details of the
animals – Quantity, Gender, Age & Genotype (if relevant).
(See Figure 23 below). (1)
Select Owner and Protocol (AEC project) (2) from the drop-down list. If you are an ABR
partner there will be a generic protocol provided for your institute for the purposes of
Stuart. Please record your real AEC protocol no. and the contact person for the mice in
the Issue Instructions (5) text box.
The Study drop-down is only for studies set up on Stuart. (3)
The Special Request (4) drop-down list must be used for any of the following orders:
− Time mated/ pregnant – Add details of requirements in Issue Instructions eg. Deliver
at E14.
− Tail tattooed
− Weaners
− Aged stock
− Ex-breeders
− Females with litter – Add details such as age of litter in Issue Instructions.
− Weight range- Add details of required weight range in Issue Instructions.
− Courier
If you have entered a Standard Order you can now check the availability of mice by
clicking on the Check Availability (6) button. This will confirm if mice have been found.
Additional orders can be added by selecting the strain from the Add to order animals
from line drop-down and clicking again the + Add to Order button. (7)
Note – Only one special order can be made at a time.
If a mistake is made on the order it can be removed from the list by clicking on the
Remove from order button. (8)

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

(1)

(2)
(3)

(5)

(4)

(6)

(8)

(7)
(9)

Figure 23 – Order Items

d) Reviewing & confirming the order
• When all orders have been added, click on the Review Order button (Figure 23 (9)). A
summary of the order/s will appear in a pop-up screen and you will be asked to confirm
by clicking on the Confirm Order button. (Figure 24)
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Figure 24 – Review Order Screen

•

An order result screen will appear with details of the order. Click on the View Order
(Figure 25) link to see further information about the order including the animals selected.

Figure 25 – Order Result Screen

8.4
To cancel or change an existing order
a) Cancelling an order
An order can be cancelled using the Animal Orders interface as long as it is cancelled before the
order deadline (>2 working days prior to van delivery or 4 working days prior to courier
deliveries).
•

Go to the Animal Orders screen and click on the relevant order.
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(1)
(2)
(3)

Figure 26 - Animal Orders Details

•

Click on Cancel order. (Figure 26 (1))

After the deadline, cancelling must be done via email with the ABR mouse orders team at
orders@abr.org.au.
Note – An order cannot be cancelled once the mice have been packed and have left ABR.
Cancellation of some special request order is not permitted once the mice have been treated /
manipulated to meet the order eg. time mating or tail tattooing.
b) Changing an existing order
Using the same interface as above some changes can be made to existing orders:
•
•

Reducing the no. of mice ordered – Click on Reduce Quantity and enter the new order
quantity and click OK. (2)
Changing the delivery date or owner – Click on Change Order and a New Delivery Date
or New Owner can be selected. (3)

Changes that cannot be made using this interface:
• Increasing the no. – This is done by placing another order for the additional mice needed.
• Changing the strain, sex or age of mice – The existing order must be cancelled and a new
order placed.
8.5

Details about orders
•

Click on the order of interest in the Animals Orders list. (Figure 27)
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Figure 27 – Systems Log in Order Details

•
•

•

At the bottom of the page is a Systems log tab and an Animals tab.
The Systems log provides an update of how the system has dealt with the order. The order
is Closed by the system when the mice and van have been found and the system does not
need to do any further work.
The Animals tab will provide details of IDs, Date of Birth & Genotype. (Figure 28)

Figure 28 – Animal Details in Order Details

8.6

Trouble Shooting

For further assistance in using the interface individualized training can be provided by phone or
in person (depends on location). Please contact ABR on orders@abr.org.au

9

REPORTS

Several reports are now available by clicking on the Reports link on the home page of Stuart
Web. To select a report click on Run Report next to the report you would like to view.
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Figure 29 - Reports

Once the report has been chosen a further page with required details will appear.

Figure 30 – Details required before running of ‘Activity by Owner’ report

Enter the required details and click Run Report.
A short summary of the findings will be provided and you can opt to download a detailed report
and save as text or a spreadsheet (Figure 31).

Figure 31 - Report completion

Clicking on the Stuart Web banner at the top of the reports page will take you back to the home
page of Stuart Web.
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10

SERVICES

10.1 Introduction
Clicking on Services in the top menu opens a page that displays Current Services. Services can be
sorted using the arrows on each column of the table or by using the pull down options for Type,
Owner, Submitted between above the table. Ticking the Show Completed box will list completed
services. Clicking the
button next to a service will also show the child of that service (Figure
32).

Figure 32 – The Services Screen

Details for specific services can be viewed by clicking on the Service number. A new screen will
open with details entered and a Milestones section at the bottom of the screen (Figure 33).

Figure 33 – Example Current Service Order Screen
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To start a new project click the New Service button. A pop-up New Service Request screen
appears with a drop down list of services to choose. Select the required service and click New
Service (Figure 34).

Figure 34 – New Service Request Pop-up Screen

A series of drop down boxes in sections relevant to the service will then display. Compulsory
fields are marked with a *. If the PO Number / Grant ID drop down menu does not include the
required details click the
button and manually enter the details. Once all fields have been
completed click the Submit button. The service will be saved, given a unique Service ID and
appear in the Services list with a status of Pending.
10.2 Import/Export
Import and Export services are for either Live Mice or Frozen Embryos/Sperm
10.2a Exports
The Export Live Mice and Export Frozen Embryo/Sperm forms are the same for Personal
Information, Approvals, and Recipient Information (Figure 35).
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Figure 35 – Export Live Mice

Once the details for Personal Information, Approvals and Recipient Information have been
entered click the Add button under the Line Information table. For Live Mice the details required
include Line Name, Full Name of Number of Mice, Female IDs, Male IDs, and Preferred date of
shipment (Figure 36).
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Figure 36 – Line Information Pop-up Window for Exporting Live Mice

For Frozen Embryo/Sperm the details required are Line Name, Type (embryo or sperm),
Background, Donor Animal IDs, Quantity of sample to send, and Notes or other relevant
information (Figure 37).

Figure 37 – Line Information Pop-Up Window for Exporting Frozen Embryos/Sperm

Once the details for Line Information are completed click Save Changes to close the pop-up
screen and return to the main form. Click Submit to have a Service ID assigned. The request
will then appear with a Pending status in the Current Services table on the main screen.
10.2b Imports
The Import Live Mice and Import Frozen Embryo/Sperm forms are similar in their layout with
regards to Personal Information, Approvals, and Supplier Information (Figure 38). Compulsory
fields are indicated with a * and consist of pull down boxes and text boxes.
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Figure 38 – Import Live Mice
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Once the details for Personal Information, Approvals and Supplier Information have been
entered click the Add button under the Supplier’s Line Information table. Strain Information for
Live Mice contains fields for the Supplier’s Stock Number, No. Males, Male Genotype, No.
Females, Female Genotype, and a Comment box for additional details (Figure 39).

Figure 39 – Supplier’s Line Information (Live Mice) Pop-up Window

For Frozen Embryos/Sperm the Strain Information screen included fields for Sperm or Embryo,
Background, Sample ID’s, Quantity of straws/tubes/vials, Information re freezing/thawing
methods, and Other Comments (Figure 40).

Figure 40 – Suppliers Line Information (Frozen Embryos/Sperm) Pop-up Window

In both forms if the line already exists at ABR use the ABR Line Name pull down menu to select
the line. If the line is new to ABR click the Add New Line button. A pop-up window for Line
Information will open (Figure 41). See Section 10.3a Line Information for how to add Lines to
StuartWeb. When all details are entered into the Line Information and Supplier’s Line
Information click Save Changes. The information will now appear in the table on the main form
page.
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Figure 41 – Line Information Pop-up Window

The Plans for Mice section consists of tick boxes and a Comments text box for additional details.
The options are different for Live Mice and Frozen Embryos/Sperm accordingly (Figure 42).

Figure 42 – Plans for Mice (Live Mice & Frozen Embryos/Sperm)

Once all fields are completed click Submit. The request will be given a Service ID and appear as
Pending in the Current Services table.
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10.3

Cryopreservation / Rederivation

10.3a Cryopreservation Requests
Requests for cryopreservation services can be for either embryos or sperm. These forms are for
lines already housed at ABR. To request cryopreservation for lines outside of ABR an Import
Live Mice form is required with the appropriate cryopreservation box ticked under Plans for
Mice (see section 10.2b). Both forms contain sections on Personal Information, Line
Information, and Freezing Instructions, with the details for the later two sections varying for the
different services. (Figure 43) To enter information in Line Information table click the Add
button and a pop-up screen opens. Freezing Instructions include fields for the Desired validation
method and Genotyping for recovered pups (if full validation is selected) Once all fields are
completed click Submit. The request will be given a Service ID and appear as Pending in the
Current Services table.

Figure 43 – Embryo Freezing Form
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10.3b Recover Frozen Line
The Recover frozen line form contains fields for Personal Information, Line Information, and
Breeding Instruction (Figure 44). To enter Line Information click the Add button and complete
the details in the popup screen. Once all fields are completed click Submit. The request will be
given a Service ID and appear as Pending in the Current Services table. To request a recovery
for lines outside of ABR an Import Frozen Embryos/Sperm form is required with the appropriate
recovery box ticked under Plans for Mice (see section 10.2a).

Figure 44 – Recover Frozen Line Form
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10.3c Rederivation
The Rederivation request form contains fields for Personal Information and Line Information
(Figure 45).

Figure 45 – Rederivation Request Form

As with other forms click Add to open the popup window for Line Information and complete the
fields before clicking Save changes (Figure 46). The type of Rederivation required is selected in
this window under Source of embryo donors with the choice being either IVF or Standard. If the
line is new to ABR use Add New Line to complete the more detailed Line Information form in
another popup screen. Once all fields are completed click Submit. The request will be given a
Service ID and appear as Pending in the Current Services table.

Figure 46 – Line Information Pop-up Screen - Rederivation
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10.4 Genome Editing
The ABR MEGA Project Request form contains sections relating to Personal Information,
Compliance Details, Project Detail, and Outcomes (Figure 47). Once all fields are completed
click Submit. The request will be given a Service ID and appear as Pending in the Current
Services table.

Figure 47 – MEGA Genome Editing Form
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10.5

Transfers

Animal Transfers relate to the transfer of mice between owners and from partners into ABR.
Where the animals are already housed at ABR the relevant forms are Transfer between Garvan
researchers and Transfer between ABR Partners or between ABR Partner / Garvan. Both forms
include Personal Information, Line Information, and details regarding where the mice are being
transferred To. The form for Transfer between Garvan researchers requires additional
information about where the mice are From in order to comply with Garvan AEC requirements
(Figure 48).

Figure 48 – Transfer mice between Garvan Researchers

10.6

Setting up cross or backcross – Line Information

Line Information is required for any new line of mice imported or transferred to ABR as either
Live Mice or Frozen/Embryo Sperm. It is also required for new lines created using the MEGA
Genome Editing Service or through cross breeding of existing lines. Where relevant the Line
Information is built into other forms as a pop-up window. The stand-alone form is included here
for circumstances where this does not occur (Figure 49)
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Figure 49 – Line Information Form – Personal Information, Approvals, Line Information

Personal Information, Approvals, and Line Information are a combination of drop down and text
boxes, some of which are compulsory. To add information about the Genotype Information &
Instructions add the name of the gene to be tracked in Stuart (Figure 50). A list of available
genes will appear as details are entered. Select the Gene Type using the drop down menu and
record the possible genotypes in the Genotype Result text box. Then click Add. The gene will
then appear in the Genotype Information & Instructions table.

Figure 50 – The Genotype Information & Instructions Table
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The Phenotype Information section is for outlining any specific phenotypic characteristics that
may require monitoring or background information such as Journal references (Figure 51). The
Breeding section is for initial breeding instructions to establish the new line.

Figure 51 – Phenotype Information, Breeding, Terms and Conditions

Once all fields in the main form are complete click Submit at the bottom of the screen. The
service will be given a Service ID and appear as Pending in the Current Services table. Once the
relevant checks have been carried out at ABR the line will be imported from StuartWeb to Stuart
and appear in the Lines section of StuartWeb. Instructions for managing the colony are entered
as per Section 6.
10.7

Milestones and Email Notifications

Milestones are a set of steps relevant to each service that are used to record the progress of a
service request. They appear at the bottom of the service summary page (refer to Figure 33) and
outline the Milestone, Comments, the User Name of the person who entered the Milestone and
the Date entered.

Figure 52 Milestones
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When a new Milestone has been achieved an email notification is sent (Figure 53). Clicking on
the link in the email takes the researcher directly to the service summary page.

Figure 53 Email Notification of Service Milestones

11

SEARCH

By clicking on the Search link in the top menu of the home Stuart Web page you can search the
database for other mouse lines held at Australian BioResources. You can choose to search by a
fragment of the line name, gene or phenotype. The results provide brief information about the
line including short line name, full line name, origin, owner, gene/s, phenotype and facility (or
institute where the owner works). Researchers can then contact the owner if they wish to obtain
mice. Note: Material Transfer Agreements may still be required.

Figure 54 - Line search window

12

MyIT PROFILE

By clicking on the MyIT Profile link in the top menu of the home Stuart Web page you can
change your password (only available to researchers outside of Garvan).
If you have problems using Stuart Web contact orders@abr.org.au or call ABR on (02) 9295
8565. For problems with your Stuart Web access contact ithelp@garvan.org.au or call (02) 9295
8188
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APPENDIX 1. SUMMARY OF ANIMAL STATUS

The following statuses may appear next to individual animals on the Colony or Animal View.
Code
A
B
D
G
H
I
J
L
O
P
Q
U
X
RI
RC
RX
ARI
ARC
ARX
AD

Explanation
Stock animals
Breeding Pair
Reserved breeder
Animals/issues
Animals culled (Investigator request)
Animals culled (Aged Stock)
Animals culled (End of Breeding)
Animals culled (Wild Type Stock)
Animals culled (Due to Illness)
Animal dies (unknown illness/necropsy)
Animal sent to Partner Institute
Freezing/rederivation
Used in research
Export
Request for issue
Request for cull
Request for export
Request for issue of a paired animal
Request for cull of a paired animal
Request for export of a paired animal
A paired animal that is issued
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